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Abstract

For the single-server closed queueing system with exponentially distributed
time of non-failure operation of the technical device and arbitraryly distributed
service time probabilities of states of limiting stationary process are defined.
The case when there is an opportunity of interruption of process of service is
separately examined.

1. Introduction. In case of arbitraryly distributed service time and exponen-
tially distributed interarrival time existence of limiting stationary process for the
single-server open queueing system with unlimited queue is proved by a method of
embedded Markov chains [ 1, p. 98 ]. Research of ergodic properties of the single-
server closed queueing system is complicated because for it the input stream of
customers never can be the stationary Poisson. This intensity changes together
with arrival of each new customer and even there are equal to zero after all technical
devices have arrived on service.

However the stochastic process proceeding in closed queueing system with the
stationary Poisson streams, is the stationary Poisson process of Birth-and-Death and
consequently has ergodic property. Formulas for stationary probabilities of states
for such queueing system are known [ 2, p. 282 ].

In this work stationary characteristics are defined for single-server closed queue-
ing system with exponentially distributed time of non-failure operation of technical
devices and arbitrarily distributed service time. Queueing system for which there is
an opportunity of interruption of process of service is separately examined.

2. The general formulas for stationary characteristics. We shall consider
single-server closed queueing system, in which each of m (m ≥ 2) technical devices
can require service at some random moment of time. Let a stream of refusals of each
technical device are an elementary (stationary Poisson) with intensity λ. It means,
that time Tλ of non-failure operation is exponential. An expectation of a random
variable Tλ we shall designate through eλ: E(Tλ) = eλ = 1/λ. The technical device
which requires service and finds the server of service free, immediately is accepted
on service. In case of employment of the server the technical device waits for service
in queue.


